TRAVELSHOP SILVERCOAST CUP 2020
MATCHPLAY COMPETITION

The Silver Coast Golf Club takes part in a matchplay competition
against other golfclubs.

Procedure team selection
The aim is to form a team of 10 players of our Club for the entire tournament, and
participation will be open to all members who meet the above condition and can make
the commitment to participate over the period.

Based on the entries received, a team selection will be made, based on clear criteria to
be defined by the Club Captain - Francisco Julião - namely the classification in the Club
Merit Orders and others, which will enable the participation of our best players.
For each matchday the Captain makes the line-up, where he will always be able to use
2, and if necessary, more wildcards.

Format
Name
Travelshop SilverCoast Cup 2020

Clubs
Praia del Rei / West Cliffs, Bom Sucesso, Royal Óbidos, Silver Coast

Format
Matchplay, Pairs, Fourball Better Ball, 90% HCP

Teams
Teams of 10 players (= 5 pairs) from each Club (Men, women, age 18+, members of participating
clubs and with valid HCP)

Period
Yearly, between November and October

Matches
Will be planned mostly in the weekends, so that working members also have the possibility to
participate

Location
At the 4 participating golf clubs;
Matches:
Each team plays 6 matches: 3 matches at home and 3 matches away (at the other 3 golf clubs),
so on average a match will played every two months.

Game
Each matchday 2 teams play against each other, in 5 pairs with balanced HCP's (pairs with lowest
combined handicap play against each other, and so on)

Points
Based on the match results (for example if a team wins a match 4 games to 1, the winning team
gains 4 league points and the losing team 1).
Matches can therefore be drawn with both teams gaining 2 1/2 points.

Classification
Winning team will be the team with the most league points.

Award
Permanent trophy with winning club inscription.

Costs
Green fees are free in all golf clubs. Other costs (travel, buggy´s and lunches, are the
responsibility of each player.

Contact
Member Johan Nijmeijer is responsible for the contacts with the other clubs

